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Savannahs are a mixture of trees and grasses often occurring as alternate states to closed forests. Savannah fires are frequent where grass productivity is high in the wet season. Fires help maintain grassy vegetation where the climate is suitable for woodlands or forests. Saplings in savannahs are particularly vulnerable to topkill of above-ground biomass. Larger trees are more fire-resistant and suffer little damage when burnt. Recruitment to large mature tree size classes depends on sapling growth rates to fire-resistant sizes and the time between fires. Carbon dioxide (CO₂) can influence the growth rate of juvenile plants, thereby affecting tree recruitment and the conversion of open savannahs to woodlands. Trees have increased in many savannahs throughout the world, whereas some humid savannahs are being invaded by forests. CO₂ has been implicated in this woody increase but attribution to global drivers has been controversial where changes in grazing and fire have also occurred. We report on diverse tests of the magnitude of CO₂ effects on both ancient and modern ecosystems with a particular focus on African savannahs. Large increases in trees of mesic savannahs in the region cannot easily be explained by land use change but are consistent with experimental and simulation studies of CO₂ effects. Changes in arid savannahs seem less obviously linked to CO₂ effects and may be driven more by overgrazing. Large-scale shifts in the tree–grass balance in the past and the future need to be better understood. They not only have major impacts on the ecology of grassy ecosystems but also on Earth–atmosphere linkages and the global carbon cycle in ways that are still being discovered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO₂) in the atmosphere have varied greatly over the history of terrestrial plants [1]. Major changes in CO₂ in the geological record have been associated with large changes in vegetation. Over the last 65 million years (the Cenozoic) CO₂ rose to greater than 1000 ppm in the Eocene (50 Ma) and forests spread to their greatest extent [2]. When CO₂ fell in the Oligocene, forests retreated and grasslands began to spread. C₄ grassland biomes became prominent from the late Miocene (approx. 8 Ma) [3] and their appearance has also been controversially associated with low CO₂ [4–6]. During the Pleistocene, tropical grasslands expanded under low CO₂ conditions of the glacial and contracted as forest expanded in the interglacials [4,7,8]. In historical times, anthropogenic increases in CO₂ following industrialization have been proposed as a factor contributing to woody plant increases in grasslands (figure 1). Shifts between grasslands and forests are likely to have feedbacks on the atmosphere via diverse mechanisms [9,10]. Over geological time, changes in forested landcover may also have feedbacks to CO₂ in the atmosphere by influencing rates of weathering, and therefore the terrestrial sink for CO₂ [11]. The role of rising atmospheric CO₂ in driving such shifts, and their global implications, are poorly studied in comparison with CO₂ effects in temperate forest ecosystems. Here, we review studies on CO₂ impacts on tree–grass interactions. CO₂ effects cannot be studied in isolation from frequent disturbances by fire and grazing which are characteristic of savannahs. Consequently, we have selected studies where interactions between CO₂ effects and the disturbance regime have been considered. Our main focus is on those grassy biomes where frequent fires are important in reducing tree cover.

2. FIRE AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF GRASSY BIOMES

In large regions of the world, direct climate control over vegetation is overridden by fire producing low biomass ecosystems where conditions are warm enough and wet enough to support forests [12]. C₄ grasslands and savannahs cover greater than 15 per cent of the vegetated land surface, mostly at lower
latitudes. These pyrophytic grassy biomes alternate with closed forests in seasonally wet tropical landscapes. They have been interpreted as alternative stable states which can switch on the order of decades from grassland to forest (or vice versa), depending on the interaction between plant growth rates and disturbance frequency and severity [13–15]. Furthermore, frequent surface fires in savannahs select for woody plants with underground storage organs, or clonally spreading root systems, which promote rapid post-burn recovery [17–19]. Post-burn resprouting of smaller size classes of savannah trees, whether using stored reserves or not, will produce large carbon sinks so that these plants should be particularly responsive to CO₂ fertilization with less sink limitation of photosynthesis.

CO₂ can influence plants by altering water use efficiency, photosynthetic rates, light and nutrient use efficiency, and the relative performance of C₃ and C₄ photosynthesis [20]. The latter effect has been invoked as an explanation for the timing of the evolution of the C₄ photosynthetic pathway with a drop in CO₂ [4,21,22]. However, C₄ photosynthesis requires high-light environments and high temperatures for maximum photosynthetic performance [23]. The implication is that C₄ grasses were restricted to open, well-lit ecosystems and that the Late Miocene–Pliocene expansion of the grassy biomes depended on the retreat of forests. Palaeoecologists often attribute the contraction of forests to increasing aridity at low latitudes (or cold at high elevation or latitudes). However, bunch grasses (whether C₃ or C₄) are highly flammable where decomposition is slow and, given sufficient water to produce continuous fuels, support very frequent fires. Fires are a major factor influencing the distribution of forests in the modern world, especially where C₄ grasses predominate in low to mid latitudes, but also in flammable C₃ grasslands in the steppes of Asia [14,24] (figure 2).

Changing atmospheric CO₂ can influence woody plant expansion into both arid grasslands and more humid flammable grasslands but by different hypothetical mechanisms. An increase in water use efficiency under elevated CO₂ owing to reduced transpiration has been proposed as a key mechanism favouring woody plant thickening in semi-arid savannahs [25]. This has the indirect effect of increasing soil moisture supply which may favour tree seedling recruitment and subsequent growth in competition with grasses. CO₂ enrichment experiments in grasslands have commonly shown an increase in soil moisture consistent with this mechanism [26,27].

In more humid grasslands, where fires are frequent, Bond & Midgley [28] suggested that direct CO₂ effects on plant growth would favour an increase in tree cover. They noted that the rates of recovery of plants after a disturbance should vary inversely with the proportion of carbon allocated to support structures. This is because plant relative growth rates (RGRs) increase in proportion to leaf area ratio, the ratio of photosynthetic leaf area to total plant mass [29]. Woody plants which have to re-build large non-photosynthetic

Figure 1. Woody thickening over the last century near Queenstown, eastern Cape, South Africa. *Acacia karroo* is the most common tree species in this mesic savannah (approx. 750 mm mean annual precipitation). (a) 1925, (b) 1993, and (c) 2011. Note the large woody increase since the early 1990s. The original photograph was taken by the late IB Pole Evans (South African National Botanical Institute) and repeat photos courtesy of Timm Hoffman and James Puttick (Plant Conservation Unit, University of Cape Town).

herbaceous layer. The trees are compositionally and functionally distinct from forest trees being more tolerant of competition with grasses and of the frequent fires characteristic of seasonally wet savannahs. Trees recovering from disturbance may be particularly sensitive to changes in CO₂. After a burn, light, water and nutrients are least likely to limit growth thus facilitating maximum CO₂ responsiveness. Top-killed plants have to re-build their stems so there is a strong carbon sink [16]. Furthermore, frequent surface fires in savannahs select for woody plants with underground storage organs, or clonally spreading root systems, which promote rapid post-burn recovery [17–19]. Post-burn resprouting of smaller size classes of savannah trees, whether using stored reserves or not, will produce large carbon sinks so that these plants should be particularly responsive to CO₂ fertilization with less sink limitation of photosynthesis.

CO₂ can influence plants by altering water use efficiency, photosynthetic rates, light and nutrient use efficiency, and the relative performance of C₃ and C₄ photosynthesis [20]. The latter effect has been invoked as an explanation for the timing of the evolution of the C₄ photosynthetic pathway with a drop in CO₂ [4,21,22]. However, C₄ photosynthesis requires high-light environments and high temperatures for maximum photosynthetic performance [23]. The implication is that C₄ grasses were restricted to open, well-lit ecosystems and that the Late Miocene–Pliocene expansion of the grassy biomes depended on the retreat of forests. Palaeoecologists often attribute the contraction of forests to increasing aridity at low latitudes (or cold at high elevation or latitudes). However, bunch grasses (whether C₃ or C₄) are highly flammable where decomposition is slow and, given sufficient water to produce continuous fuels, support very frequent fires. Fires are a major factor influencing the distribution of forests in the modern world, especially where C₄ grasses predominate in low to mid latitudes, but also in flammable C₃ grasslands in the steppes of Asia [14,24] (figure 2).

Changing atmospheric CO₂ can influence woody plant expansion into both arid grasslands and more humid flammable grasslands but by different hypothetical mechanisms. An increase in water use efficiency under elevated CO₂ owing to reduced transpiration has been proposed as a key mechanism favouring woody plant thickening in semi-arid savannahs [25]. This has the indirect effect of increasing soil moisture supply which may favour tree seedling recruitment and subsequent growth in competition with grasses. CO₂ enrichment experiments in grasslands have commonly shown an increase in soil moisture consistent with this mechanism [26,27].

In more humid grasslands, where fires are frequent, Bond & Midgley [28] suggested that direct CO₂ effects on plant growth would favour an increase in tree cover. They noted that the rates of recovery of plants after a disturbance should vary inversely with the proportion of carbon allocated to support structures. This is because plant relative growth rates (RGRs) increase in proportion to leaf area ratio, the ratio of photosynthetic leaf area to total plant mass [29]. Woody plants which have to re-build large non-photosynthetic
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stems after a disturbance will have lower RGR than herbaceous plants such as grasses. Tree seedlings and saplings surviving fire and resprouting after a burn in a flammable grassland will soon face a repeated fire, as grasses accumulate fuel rapidly. Woody plants can increase the chance of escaping topkill by building below-ground reserves of carbon and nutrients that promote rapid regrowth. However, sprouting from underground storage organs comes at a cost of initially slower growth rates in seedlings that have to build below-ground reserves resulting in poorer establishment and reduced ability to colonize new areas [30]. Within savannahs, growth rates of trees to fire-resistant sizes may be particularly sensitive to CO2 as the replacement of stem tissue and investment in storage organs are easier to make under elevated CO2 [20]. Thus, regardless of whether grasses are C3 or C4, increasing CO2 should favour trees more than grasses in flammable (and other disturbed) ecosystems.

3. TESTS OF THE FIRE–CARBON DIOXIDE HYPOTHESIS

Savannah trees are a very useful model system for testing the effect of CO2 on plants recovering from disturbance. Seedlings and smaller plants not only compete with grasses but are also subjected to frequent grass-fuelled fires. Fires topkill the stems of smaller plants. Given sufficiently rapid stem growth rates, or an unusually long interval between fires, stems grow to fire-resistant sizes. Mortality from fires is very low in established plants and small plants can persist for decades suffering repeated topkill by fires [17,31,32]. Release from the flame zone (the ‘fire trap’) depends both on sapling growth rates and the rare periods between fires that are long enough for a small plant to grow to fire-resistant size. Unlike CO2 effects on closed forests, the impact of a change in growth rate on savannah trees has clearly quantifiable demographic effects on the transition to large trees. Demographic changes in large tree densities, in turn, have large ecosystem impacts on fluxes of water, nutrients, carbon and even, possibly, rates of weathering [11]. This chain of CO2 effects from increased growth rates to changes in tree cover has been simulated for South African savannahs [33]. A detailed demographic model of fire–savannah tree demography [31] showed great sensitivity of tree cover to changes in sapling growth rates. CO2 effects on sapling growth rates, simulated with a Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (DGVM) [34], and coupled to the demographic model, indicated a striking effect of changes in CO2 since the last glacial on tree cover in the region (figure 3). Simulations predicted that sapling growth rates would be so slow at Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) CO2 levels that trees would have been eliminated from flammable savannahs. The largest subsequent CO2-induced change to tree cover was predicted from pre-industrial to modern CO2 levels, especially over the twentieth century [33].

(a) Glasshouse experiments

The simulated response to CO2 reported in [33] was tested for common savannah plants grown experimentally in open-top chambers in a greenhouse [35] (B. S. Kgope, G. F. Midgley & W. J. Bond 2011, unpublished data). Savannah tree seedlings were grown under well-watered conditions with nutrients supplied for a full growing season, after which they were cut to simulate fire in the subsequent dry season. After a second full growing season, the plants were harvested. Results were consistent with the DGVM simulations (figure 4) with very slow growth at 180 ppm (LGM), slightly greater at pre-industrial, and then very large increases at 360 ppm. Plants grown at elevated CO2 did not grow well probably because of pot size constraints...

Figure 2. Global fire activity from 2001 to 2006 from MODIS active fire counts. Tropical and sub-tropical grasslands and savannahs account for the largest burnt area over the period but grasslands in the steppes of Central Asia also burnt frequently. Reproduced with permission from Chuvieco et al. [24]. Copyright © Wiley.
In a second set of experiments, the soil volume was increased to 200 l and a broad-leaved savannah tree, \textit{Terminalia sericea}, was included (figure 5) (B.S. Kgope, G. F. Midgley & W. J. Bond 2011, unpublished data). Kgope et al. [35] reported large changes in root size and starch concentration within the roots, especially from 260 ppm (pre-industrial) to 360 ('ambient') CO2 treatments (figure 6). The impact on sapling growth rates, scaled from total biomass differences across CO2 treatments, exceeds those used in the simulation study (figure 3). These very large effects imply that, during the last century, increasing CO2 has fuelled changes in savannah tree growth helping to create 'super-seedlings'. Relative to a century ago, young trees have faster growth, massive root systems with larger starch reserves and a greatly enhanced capacity for resprouting after injury. In the \textit{Acacia} seedlings, there is the added bonus of larger spines and higher tannin content in the leaves providing better protection against seedling herbivory.

Responses of savannah trees to CO2 have been studied from below to above ambient levels in North American \textit{Prosopis} species [36,37], and to elevated CO2 for Australian [38,39] and South American woody species [40]. As has been found for plants from other ecosystems, responses vary among species with faster growing species tending to respond more strongly [37,39]. Hoffman et al. [40] also showed that CO2 responses were sensitive to nutrient supply which suggests that CO2 effects may be muted on nutrient poor soils.

(b) Field experiments

There are no field studies manipulating CO2 in tree–grass ecosystems in Africa. However, there are several long-term burning experiments in which the same fire treatments have been applied for several decades. If the CO2 effects on tree growth observed for African species were carried over to the field setting, then there should be CO2-enhanced seedling recruitment and more frequent transitions from smaller to larger tree size classes. During the twentieth century, CO2

Figure 3. Simulated change in tree growth and sapling response for African savannah trees. (a) Sapling growth rates to fire-resistant size (2.5–3.5 m) at varying CO2 levels simulated with a DGVM [34]. (b) Simulated median tree densities as a result of these growth rates simulated with a detailed demographic model of savannah trees burnt by fires [31]. Adapted from Bond et al. [33].

Figure 4. \textit{Acacia karroo} growth response to CO2 treatments. Plants were grown for a year, cut to simulate fire (shoot) and harvested after a second growing season (resprout, root) [35].

Figure 5. \textit{Terminalia sericea} growth response to CO2 treatments. Plants were grown for a year, cut to simulate fire (shoot) and harvested after a second growing season (resprout, root). Adapted from B. S. Kgope, G. F. Midgley & W. J. Bond 2011, unpublished data.
levels rose from 296 ppm in 1900 to 310 ppm in 1950, 330 ppm in 1975 and 376 ppm by 2003 [41]. The physiological responses to CO₂ are steepest from sub-ambient to ambient CO₂ concentrations relative to above ambient [42]. If physiological responses fed into changes in the ecology of woody plants, then long-term burning experiments would be expected to show changes in tree responses in the early versus later years of the experiments. Buitenwerf et al. [43] have analysed the results of two long-term burning studies in South Africa testing for temporal trends. The longest running experiments are at Kruger National Park [44–46]. Figure 7 shows trends in densities for a semi-arid and mesic savannah for censuses conducted in the 1950s, 1970s, 1990s and 2000s. The 1970s and 2000s censuses used permanently marked grids providing spatially explicit records of changes in tree densities and sizes. Data for the most common tree and shrub species in the mesic savannah are shown in figure 8. There were negligible temporal trends in woody plant densities in the semi-arid savannah (figure 7). In the mesic savannah, there were negligible changes in the first two decades (1950s–1970s) but very large increases from the 1970s to the 2000s. Both the most common tree and shrub species increased in density and both showed an increase in recruitment into the larger size classes (figure 8; see also Higgins et al. [45]). Terminalia

Figure 6. *Acacia karroo* root responses to a gradient of CO₂ treatments. The scale on the left of each plant is a metre long. Plants were grown for a year, cut to simulate fire and harvested after a second growing season. Adapted from B. S. Kgope, G. F. Midgley & W. J. Bond 2011, unpublished data.

Figure 7. Changes in woody plant densities in a long-term burning experiment in the Kruger National Park, South Africa. Results from (a) a semi-arid savannah (mean annual precipitation (MAP) approx. 500 mm) and (b) a mesic savannah (MAP approx. 750 mm). Adapted from Buitenwerf et al. [43].
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sericea, the tree species, responded strongly to CO$_2$ in glasshouse experiments (figure 5) so that its increase in the field is consistent with CO$_2$ effects.

A second fire experiment has been maintained for three decades near the southern limit of savannas in South Africa (latitude 32°S). Figure 9 shows changes in Acacia karroo, the most common savanna tree species in this system. Changes in tree densities were similar to the mesic savannah of Kruger National Park with a large increase in both densities and size over the second half of the experiment from the mid-1990s to 2010. Interpretation of these results is complicated by the removal of trees before the experiment started [43]. However, large increases in this tree species have been reported elsewhere in this region, especially in higher rainfall areas, over the last few decades (figure 1). Acacia karroo was very responsive to CO$_2$ increases from pre-industrial to current values in glasshouse experiments (figures 4 and 6; [35]) so that the field observations are consistent with experimentally observed CO$_2$ fertilization effects.

There are a number of long-term burning experiments in Africa and elsewhere. Where treatments have been maintained and sufficient censuses are available, these would be worth exploring for temporal trends as predicted from tree responses to increasing CO$_2$. For example, Briggs et al. [47] reported longitudinal trends of woody plant responses to long-maintained fire regimes in tall grass prairies in Kansas. In this system, different catchments have been burnt annually, at moderate frequency or left unburnt since 1980. Bison were introduced into some of the treatment areas in the 1990s. In the ungrazed treatments, two woody species showed large increases in the intermediate fire frequencies but no change under annual burning. The greatest increases were in catchments that were both grazed and burnt. Briggs et al. [47] noted that the increase in these woody species was paradoxical. Historical accounts reported the area to be tree-less. Fire frequencies and bison densities several centuries ago were thought to be similar to those applied over the experimental period. Thus, the increase in woody plants in all but the most extreme annual burning treatment is a departure from the historical condition. They attributed the woody increase to habitat fragmentation and changes in seed dispersal and did not consider CO$_2$ fertilization as a possible factor.

4. CARBON DIOXIDE AND WOODY PLANT COVER INCREASE

Savanna ecosystems are likely to be particularly sensitive to CO$_2$ effects because small increases in stem growth rates can have very large effects on the number and biomass of trees. The potential for change from an open to a wooded savannah is greatest in higher rainfall savannahs [48]. Once trees have escaped the fire trap and a woodland patch has developed, CO$_2$ effects on further changes in woodland structure are likely to greatly diminish. Many studies from around the world have reported woody thickening in savannahs (see list in Archer et al. [49]). Attribution to global drivers has been controversial since changes in grazing and fire are a common and well-studied alternative explanation [12,45,46,50]. CO$_2$ is unlikely to be implicated in all cases of woody thickening. We suggest that the most probable environmental settings for CO$_2$ effects on woody increase are higher rainfall savannahs which burn frequently. These contain fast growing woody plants that depend on stored carbon for resprouting so that the potential for sink-driven increases in carbon gain are particularly strong. In more arid savannahs, CO$_2$ effects may be small relative to the effects of other drivers [50] (but see Morgan et al. [51] for large increase in a shrub in short grass steppes under elevated CO$_2$). CO$_2$ effects are least likely where edaphic constraints, such as shallow rooting depth, limit tree growth [52]. Low soil nutrients may also reduce CO$_2$ responses in nutrient poor savannahs. Despite these uncertainties, there is clear evidence for CO$_2$ fertilization contributing to woody thickening over the past few decades in some savannahs. The implication is that land users will have to work much harder than in the past to maintain open grassy ecosystems.
that elevated CO₂ may also be promoting conversion of savannahs to closed forests. Forests are distinct from savannah woodlands in their species composition, structure and function [19]. They are too shady to support a C₄ grass understory so that grass-fuelled fires seldom spread beyond the forest edge. Forest trees are far more sensitive to fire than savannah trees so that the two ecosystems have been characterized as pyrophytic and pyrophobic alternative ecosystem states [13–15]. Tropical forests have changed in recent decades with increased net primary productivity, and increased tree growth, recruitment, mortality rates and forest biomass [53]. There has been much debate over the possible cause of these changes, but a growing consensus that increasing atmospheric CO₂ is the most probable cause [53,54].

Tropical forests are also expanding into grassy biomes in many regions where there is no human deforestation. Expansion is the most conspicuous in landscapes with mosaics of grasslands and forests. Gallery forests (along riparian areas) and other forest patches have expanded into flammable grassy ecosystems in South America [55], North America [56,57], Australia [58,59] and different parts of Africa [60–63]. Forest expansion seems to be the most common in wetter climates [59]. In semi-arid central Australia, for example, mosaics of closed ‘mulga’ (Acacia aneura) woodland and open spinifex (Triodia spp.) grasslands have remained fairly stable for decades [59]. Thus, forest invasion of grassland may be similar to tree increases within savannahs, with the greatest changes in wetter climates and the least in more arid regions.

The causes of forest expansion are also a subject of vigorous debate over the relative importance of changes in fire regimes versus global drivers, especially CO₂ increase. There are far fewer studies on forest edges than tropical forest interiors. Changes in the forest boundaries have mostly been studied by historical aerial photography and not from plot data. Despite the difficulties, studies of forest expansion into flammable grassy ecosystems provide key insights into the potential for major landcover changes. If savannahs were to be replaced by forests on large continental scales, the repercussions would be far greater than a shift from a less to a more wooded savannah.

Experimental and modelling studies have shown that large areas of savannahs could support forests in the absence of fire. Forest expansion into savannahs has commonly been attributed to reduced fire activity near forest margins. Global drivers are implicated where forests have expanded despite stable or even more frequent fires. In northern Australia, for example, Bowman et al. [59] noted that forest expansion has occurred from small rainforest patches even though there have been landscape-wide increases in the size and frequency of fires. Annual rainfall and the number of rain days have increased in the region but Bowman et al. [59] attribute the forest expansion primarily to the physiological effects of CO₂ on forest trees exposed to fire at the forest edge. In South Africa, Wigley et al. [63] compared forest expansion over a near 70 year period in three adjacent areas with sharply contrasting fire and herbivory regimes. This study included a nature reserve, effectively a natural ‘control’, with an extant African megafauna, including elephants and other large browsers and grazers, and frequent fire. At the other extreme was a densely populated subsistence farming area where trees are used by people and livestock for building and fuels. Forest expansion was greatest in the nature reserve ‘control’ increasing from 14 per cent in 1937 to 58 per cent by 2004. The subsistence farming area showed the smallest increase (6–25%). However, the striking fact is that scrub forests increased in all land use types regardless of the intensity and types of disturbance. This strongly suggests a global driver tipping the balance towards trees. The most probably driver is increasing atmospheric CO₂ because no significant trends in temperature and rainfall were identified in the region [63].

Recent studies suggest that processes operating at forest–savannah edges are similar to these within savannahs and are likely to be similarly sensitive to changing CO₂ [15,64]. Working in Brazil, Hoffmann et al. [64] studied the dynamics of forest recovery after fire. On the rare occasions where fire spreads into a forest from an adjacent savannah, smaller forest trees are top-killed by fire while larger trees are much more fire-resistant. As in savannahs, most top-killed smaller trees resprout and mortality rates are low, at least after a single fire. The ability to repair the forest edge is a function of growth rates to fire-resistant size versus the fire return time. If growth rates are slow, then the forest edge will retreat and grasses will invade. If growth rates are fast, then the forest edge may expand into the grassland, despite the fires. Forest trees have denser canopies than savannah trees and can suppress fires by shading out the grasses [65]. Forest trees had thinner bark than savannah trees and were therefore more vulnerable to topkill for a given size. It is interesting to note that forest trees at this forest edge site had much thicker bark and were far more resilient to burning than trees in the interior of Amazon forests [64,66]. Because of their thinner bark, forest trees would need at least twice as long as savannah trees to reach fire-resistant sizes making them far more sensitive to burning.

This analysis of the mechanistic responses of forest trees to grassland fires is very similar to the fire trap models for savannah tree populations [15,31,64].
It suggests the same sensitivity of the process to atmospheric CO₂. After a fire, resprouting forest trees would be growing in well-watered, high-light and high-nutrient environments and carbon gain will be strongly sink-driven as trees re-build their stems. CO₂ effects are likely to be the most pronounced under these conditions. We know of neither any glasshouse experiments testing CO₂ responsiveness of forest margin trees bordering on savannahs nor any field studies of CO₂ responsiveness of resprouting tropical forest margins. The closest analogue seems to be a Florida scrub oak system exposed to elevated CO₂ after the ecosystem was burnt. The scrub oak ecosystem showed a 67 per cent increase in above-ground stem biomass under elevated CO₂, with the response sustained over the 11 years that the experiment has been maintained [67].

Forest margins have been avoided as study sites being neither fish nor fowl. However, local processes at these margins may determine large-scale patterns of forest–savannah distribution. A continent-wide study of tree cover in Africa, for example, found that patterns of forest versus savannah distribution over a rainfall gradient were invariant across scales implying that the distribution of the two vegetation types is determined by local processes [15]. Hoffmann et al. [64] make the same point. The implication is that changes in the processes operating at a forest–grassland boundary a few metres wide are the frontline for wholesale biome switches. If this is the case, then changes in atmospheric CO₂ interacting with fire, could have major effects on the distribution of forest in the tropics with forest retreats in glacial periods and expansion in interglacial periods. Focused CO₂ studies on boundary dynamics will go a long way in showing the sensitivity of forest boundaries to future shifts in CO₂.

6. PALAEOECOLOGY OF TREE–GRASS INTERACTIONS
Studies of CO₂ and other drivers of tree–grass interactions in contemporary ecosystems are complicated by their short duration and multiple interacting factors. Current woody cover may reflect past events, such as the rinderpest epidemic in Africa [68] or severe droughts [69,70] rather than current factors [71]. It has also been argued that CO₂ responses reflect short-term changes and that other factors, such as nitrogen supply, will become limiting as ecosystems equilibrate [72,73]. One way out of the morass is to explore the palaeorecord. The last glacial period was not only colder but also had much lower atmospheric CO₂ (185–200 ppm) than interglacial periods (280–300 ppm). If CO₂ effects were indeed trivial over longer periods of time, then the palaeorecord of biome shifts would be predictable from palaeoclimates alone. That this was not the case began to emerge from attempts to model the distribution of last glacial vegetation [74–76]. Prentice & Harrison [77,78] have recently summarized diverse lines of evidence showing that palaeoclimate is not a good predictor of biome shifts and that CO₂ effects are fundamental to explaining vegetation change from glacial to interglacial periods. Firstly, they note that changes in δ¹³C in the shells of marine sub-fossil foraminifera indicate a reduction in terrestrial C in the last glacial on the order of 300–750 Pg with recent estimates suggesting a loss of approximately 600 Pg of C. Reductions of terrestrial carbon of this magnitude cannot be predicted from palaeoclimate models. Indeed some models simulate a gain in carbon largely because low temperatures in glacial periods would have slowed decomposition of litter thereby causing an increase in C stored in soils. Only models that incorporate both climate change and the physiological effects of low CO₂ produce vegetation change of the magnitude necessary to explain the estimated reduction in terrestrial C. Palaeo-reconstructions of biome distribution can also be used to test CO₂ effects. Attempts to simulate biome distributions from General Circulation Model (GCM) reconstructions of last glacial climates have failed to produce forest reduction of the magnitude necessary to explain the pollen evidence, especially in the tropics where savannahs expanded and forests contracted. Biome models incorporating the physiological effects of CO₂ simulate far greater forest reduction consistent with the palaeodata [77,78]. Finally, recent studies have used inverse modelling to test the kinds of climates needed to produce the biome distributions reconstructed from pollen data. Inverse modelling failed to reconstruct climates matching those from GCM modelling unless physiological CO₂ effects were also incorporated [77].

The evidence from the palaeodata clearly supports a major role for CO₂ in large-scale biome shifts from low CO₂ glacial periods to higher CO₂ in the interglacials (though the role of fire–CO₂ interactions over these timescales has been little studied [33]). Palaeoecologists have been aware of the potential importance of CO₂ for some time but have been slow to interpret atmospheric CO₂ as a contributor to past vegetation change. Wooller et al. [7] suggested that fire, together with low CO₂, helped drive the retreat of forests and expansion of flammable grasslands in equatorial Africa. Damste et al. [8] used diverse proxies to test for low CO₂ and fire synergies in their analysis of forest–savannah interactions in Africa. Studies of the palaeoecology of fire have also increased greatly over the past decade allowing comparisons of glacial and interglacial fire activity. Though data for tropical fire regimes (savannahs, C₄ grasslands) are still rare compared with woody-fuelled ecosystems, long temporal record of fires is accumulating and is beginning to contribute major insights into the determinants of global fire regimes [79]. Coupled with increasing availability of data on past vegetation and past fires are new developments in global fire modelling [80] and DGVMs [78,81]. These new tools should help greatly in testing the relative importance of CO₂, fire and climate on forest–savannah distributions over far longer periods than are feasible in contemporary experimental studies.

7. BIOGEOCHEMISTRY OF SAVANNAHS VERSUS FORESTS
Changes in tree cover in savannahs or switches from savannah to forest could have wide-ranging consequences,
including feedbacks to the Earth–atmosphere system [9]. Savannas cover more than 17 million km² and account for about 21–23% of global productivity [51]. With their large spatial extent, even small increases in woody biomass would represent a substantial carbon sink [49,82,83]. Savannas differ from forests in their energy budget and hydrology [84]. They typically have a higher albedo than forests, partly because they retain dead, reflective leaves over the dry season. Trees generally transpire more water than grasses because of their more extensive root system, greater leaf area, and greater canopy roughness. Consequently, large-scale change in tree cover, or biome switches to forest, would have feedbacks to the regional climate [84]. Extensive grass-fuelled fires also have feedbacks to climate [10]. Black aerosols alter energy budgets and reduce the size of cloud droplets causing precipitation to be less frequent but more intense [85–87]. Savannah fires are also important sources of NOx which promote increased tropospheric ozone formation and transport reactive N to potentially N-limited ecosystems [88].

A recent estimate of global vegetation fire emissions from 1997 to 2009 (when MODIS satellite imagery became available) estimated average emissions of 2.0 Pg C per year [89]. Grasslands and savannas accounted for 44 per cent of this, with (mostly tropical) woodlands an additional 16 per cent. Thus, the tropical grassy systems accounted for about 60 per cent of global fire emissions. African savannah fires alone contributed approximately 1 Pg C per year. Increases in tree cover could profoundly alter these global burning patterns. An analysis of fire spread in Africa has shown threshold effects with fire activity declining sharply once tree cover exceeds about 40 per cent [90]. If large-scale tree thickening occurs across the continent and fires cease to burn, then there are likely to be multiple effects on the Earth–atmosphere system [9,91].

Over longer timescales (million of years), Pagani et al. [11] have suggested that reductions in tree cover at low atmospheric CO₂ may have limited further CO₂ decline. These authors argue that silicate weathering of rock, the major sink for atmospheric CO₂, would have decreased with loss of forest cover and their replacement by C₄ grasslands and savannas. This negative feedback mechanism opposing higher rates of silicate chemical weathering may explain why CO₂ did not decline further during warmer periods (e.g. from the Early to Mid-Miocene) when high weathering activity should have promoted further CO₂ reduction.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Savannas span from climates too arid to support trees to climates so productive that they switch to forest within a decade or two of fire suppression. Within this diverse climate setting, the ecology of trees in savannas is frustratingly complex with multiple factors interacting to determine changes in tree populations. For these reasons, it is difficult to predict the future of savannas, or to identify the key drivers of changes in woody cover in the immediate past. There is enough evidence to indicate that elevated CO₂ is increasingly tipping the balance in savannas in favour of trees, especially in the more open, frequently burnt savannas. But, there are still far too few data to predict which parts of this complex biome are most and which least likely to respond to increasing CO₂.

Contemplation of the more distant past can help provide perspective. C₄ grasses evolved in a low CO₂ world in the Oligocene more than 25 million years ago and first assembled as a major biome, the world’s youngest, in the low CO₂ atmospheres from about eight million years ago. Within the next hundred years, savannah plant species are therefore likely to experience CO₂ levels outside their entire evolutionary history. Given the decreasing physiological advantages of C₄ grasses at high CO₂, and the ecological and palaeoecological studies reviewed above, we suggest that it is not unreasonable to postulate that the rapid rise of the savannah biome from the Late Miocene may be matched by an abrupt decline owing to anthropogenic impacts on the carbon cycle. The likelihood of large-scale loss of savannahs (other than by land clearing), and the repercussions for local land users, biodiversity and Earth–atmosphere feedbacks deserve far more attention.
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